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Beware Genocide
On 10 March, a horrific video clip of a man being burnt alive by Amhara-speaking militia
emerged on social media. At least two burnt bodies were beside or underneath him as he
semiconsciously tried to roll out of the fire. His body was repeatedly rolled back onto the
embers and freshly lit straw was put around his head so that he suffocated.
Onlookers laughed and made derogatory comments about ‘burning vermin’. The background
to the atrocity and details of it were reported by Addis Standard 5 March, Addis Standard 12
March, Ethiopian Human Rights Commission 13 March and Al Jazeera 14 March.
On 2 March an unnamed armed group1 attacked a convoy taking a bus of civilian workers
from Gilgil Beles, the zonal administrative capital, to the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
site on the Blue Nile in Metekel zone, Benishangul-Gumuz Region. Twenty soldiers in the
military escort, including their commanding officer, a major, and three civilians, were killed
when the ambush occurred in the ‘African Agricultural Development Area’, Guba district.
Thirty attackers were reportedly killed by government forces next day.
Part of the acknowledgement that extremist elements of Amhara nationalism,
members of Amhara Region Militia and Fano, are guilty of these crimes should be to
deny them funding from Amhara communities in USA and Europe.
These government forces, including federal Ethiopian soldiers, Amhara Region Militia,
SNNPR Special Police and armed men without uniforms (Fano), occupied the town of Aysid
and searched houses and vehicles. They stopped a bus carrying eight Tigrayans who had been
released from Metekel zone prison earlier that day and accused them of passing information
to the militants who had attacked the convoy. The eight Tigrayans and two Gumuz people
were beaten and then shot dead. Their bodies were taken to the bush to be burned. Another
Tigrayan man was found hiding in a car. He was tied up with ropes and put, while still
alive, on top of bodies which were being burnt.
The Benishangul-Gumuz Region government defended the presence of Amhara Special
Forces in Metekel zone saying they were there to exterminate ‘messengers of the Junta’ and
‘remnants of the TPLF walking around carrying its ideology and school of thoughts’
according to Addis Standard 12 March.
There followed universal condemnation on social media, including from Amhara people who
refuse to believe this was the work of Fano or Amhara Region Militia. Amhara Region
Militia were present in Metekel zone at the invitation of the Prosperity Party government.
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Unverified reports imply Benishangul People’s Liberation Movement forces.
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They were joined in September by pro-government regional forces from Sidama, Gambella
and SNNP Regions.
It is imperative that crimes against humanity such as this are fully investigated and that the
perpetrators are identified and punished according to Ethiopian and international law.
Part of the acknowledgement that
extremist elements of Amhara
nationalism, members of Amhara
Region Militia and Fano, are guilty
of these crimes should be to deny
them funding from Amhara
communities in USA and Europe.
Recent news that Fano has escaped
any government control is
particularly worrying. Clashes
Photo of Fano fighters in Mota, City Communication
between Fano and federal forces
Bureau Archive/December 2021, copied from Addis
occurred on 6 March in Mota, East
Standard 7 March.
Gojjam, Amhara Region, after the
arrest of the local Fano leader. Four government soldiers were killed and similar
confrontations were reported in Ginde Wein, Yejube, and Bebiwugn districts of Amhara
Region, where Amhara Region Militia and federal forces were trying to stop irregular and
private training of Fano fighters.
Addis Standard wrote ‘The organizational structure of Fano has been a widely controversial
issue since last year. The Fano, who are an armed group of thousands of young men and
women in Amhara regional state who are not a part of the regular structure in both the federal
and state security apparatus but have been on the side of the federal and regional forces in the
ongoing armed conflict with Tigrayan forces.’
In November, the regional government called on Fano to be organised, registered and trained
under the Amhara Region Militia structure. Threats to enforce this ruling were met with
resistance from Fano and from the Amhara nationalist camp. Balderas For Genuine
Democracy, according to Addis Standard, said in February that Fano were not informal
forces but were saving the country ‘from invasion and displacement in times of crisis while
engaging in professional activities in times of peace.’
Balderas was quoted saying ‘Fano is a temporarily assembled force mobilized in the jungle to
defend its environs and its country from attack; it is not a permanent, informal organization.
This is evident from the history of fascist Italy invading Ethiopia’, as though the defence of
Ethiopia against fascism was comparable to the activities of Fano now.
The attacks by Fano and Amhara Region Militia occur against a backdrop of government
aerial bomb and drone attacks aimed at civilians in areas which support opposition to it. The
OLF, in a press release at the beginning of the year noted ‘The displacement of local villagers
and farmers and burning of their harvest and homes have continued across Oromia at an
unprecedented level by the PP group and its affiliates such as the Eritrean Army. In the last
couple of days, . . . the PP group has been bombing villages and towns across Oromia using
drones and military airstrikes. . .[in] Karrayuu area in East Showa, Hararge (in Mieso and
Machara area), Gindeberat highlands and lowlands, Salalee, Meettaa Walqixxee, and
Kiiramuu areas . . . these targets were residential areas, and as a result, most of the casualties
were civilians.’
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Genocide is on the horizon for Ethiopia - not the false claims of atrocities committed
against Amhara which are vaunted by their media machine; but genocide against the other
peoples of Ethiopia by territorially aggressive Amhara nationalists who are out of control.
Independent news channel, My Views on News, in a report on 14 March, showed footage,
taken the previous evening, of live ammunition being fired within a compound of Addis
Ababa University to disperse clashes between Oromo and Amhara students, based on the
flaunting of Amhara flags and wearing t-shirts showing images of Menelik II.2

A Minister Speaks:3 Former colleague describes Abiy Ahmed’s rise and fall
Killing Qeerroo was Abiy’s priority on assuming power
The targeting of Qeerroo members by Ethiopian government forces, especially the Oromia
Special Police, loyal to Abiy Ahmed, has been obvious from all OSG reports since 2019
(Report 50 onwards). It was the peaceful protests of Qeerroo which finally forced the TPLF
to abandon their control of Ethiopia and retreat to Tigray in 2018. Thousands of young lives
were sacrificed in over four years of organised, non-violent demonstrations.
It has been long surmised that PM Abiy Ahmed prioritised the elimination of Qeerroo when
he assumed the premiership because so many have been killed by his forces - in their homes,
on farms, on the streets and, most significantly, while in police or other custody. Not since
the Red Terror of the 1970s have so many political prisoners been taken out of prisons and
summarily executed.
However, it has been confirmed that the systematic elimination of Qeerroo members was a
deliberate and cynical strategy to weaken the pro-democracy movement overall and, in
particular, to emasculate the struggle for self-determination of the Oromo and other peoples
of Ethiopia.
One of Abiy Ahmed’s ministers at the time he took power, Milkessa M Gemechu - a former
Qeerroo activist himself, wrote in Foreign Policy 25 January:
‘Abiy publicly committed to follow the mandate given to bring the country through a
transition to democracy under his watch. He has failed to honor that commitment. Abiy was
not a part of the youth movement, yet he came to power on the shoulders and sacrifices of the
Oromo youth. Not even one year into his premiership, he had already lost his popular base.
To a large extent, he was openly regarded as a traitor in Oromia.’ . . .
‘In June 2019, during a high-level central committee meeting of the Oromo Democratic
Party, at which I was present, Abiy argued that the Qeerroo posed the ‘number one’
potential threat to his power. Many of us were shocked by this sharp reversal. He
demonized the youth as an ‘ungovernable pestilence that must be dealt with as soon as
possible.’ He said that ‘these unarmed Qeerroo are more dangerous’ than the Oromo
Liberation Army.’
‘After that meeting, Ethiopia’s mainstream media opened a propaganda campaign against the
Qeerroo. A prime case of this targeted and well-orchestrated campaign was a poem read by a
2

Menelik II is revered by Amhara people as a unifier and creator of the Abyssinian Empire, inherited by
Emperor Haile-Selassie. Oromo and other marginalised majority peoples of Ethiopia regard Menelik as a
coloniser, enslaver and a perpetrator of genocide. It was within days of publicly proclaiming that the peaceful
Qeerroo revolution of 2018 had been hijacked by ‘the followers of Menelik’, that the iconic Oromo singer
Haacalu Hundeessa was assassinated (29 June 2020).
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January 2022.
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woman artist in the presence of the prime minister on a live feed of Ethiopian television from
the National Palace on the eve of Ethiopian New Year in September 2019 dehumanizing the
youth, characterizing them as ‘menga,’ which means mob. Instead of condemning the hate
speech, senior Abiy officials translated the word into Oromo as ‘girrisa,’ which means
locusts, insects, or ‘wild ungovernable creatures’ to be beaten back lest they overpower the
state.
In the following months, mass arrests and killings of youth leaders were launched in Oromia.’
Return to unitarism, Amhara culture and Orthodox Church
‘Abiy’s plan was to merge all regional parties and create a national party. His key argument
for the regional merger was that he could assign and remove regional state governors by
using the party structure. He has succeeded in this regard.
With the creation of this party, Abiy shifted dramatically toward the public dominance of
Ethiopian nationalists who are organized around Amharic language and culture, the Ethiopian
Coptic Orthodox Church, and those who support a return to an overtly centralized unitarist
government. In doing so, Abiy has angered the ethnonationalist forces, also known as
multinational federalists, who advocate for greater devolution and regional autonomy.’ . . .
‘Abiy moved to rule Oromia with an iron fist, silencing all opposition. Those who opposed
him are strong supporters of multinational federalism and decentralization of state power.
Abiy moved to eradicate those voices from the scene. I know Abiy was always extremely
nervous and especially harsh when it came to his opponents in Oromia.’
Inclusive dialogue necessary, not only the North
‘Oromos did not support Abiy’s war in Tigray, believing that it was merely an ideological
war extended from Oromia to Tigray to reverse Ethiopia’s decentralizing federal experiment.
Any attempt to understand the problems of Ethiopia should be comprehensive. The
international community’s continued focus on northern Ethiopia while ignoring the problems
in the southern regions—including in Oromia, Wolaitta, Sidama, Somali, and Benishangul
Gumuz—will be counterproductive without this perspective and understanding. The Abiy
regime still uses force to stifle political movements and federalist demands for more
autonomy and self-government in the country’s south.
Simply put, a bilateral negotiation between Abiy’s government and the TPLF-led government
of Tigray will not lead to stability or peace, even if it ends the war in northern Ethiopia. Nor
it is enough for Abiy to miraculously restore his lost support from Oromos to bring about
sustainable peace.’

Good news from Saudi Arabia
Following media exposure of the inhumane conditions of detention of migrants in Saudi
Arabia, including in Addis Standard on 22 January, BBC Afaan Oromoo, 17 February and
BBC World Service in Arabic, 2 March, the latter by OSG’s regional correspondent, Arafat
Jibril, conditions were reported to have dramatically improved by 12 March, with the 120,000
detainees being given food and clothing. See page 33.

Drought
UNICEF in an emergency drought appeal on 14 January and a press release 1 February 2022
reported ‘children and their families across four regions of Ethiopia, are struggling for
survival as a severe drought takes hold following three consecutive failed rainy seasons. The
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most severely impacted areas are the
lowlands of Afar, Somali, SNNPR and
southern and eastern Oromia Region.’
UNICEF predicted increasing death of
livestock due to starvation and water
shortage. 95% of water sources have dried
up in these areas, leaving some with a 15
km walk for water. Internal displacement
had already begun.
In Oromia and Somali regions, 4.4
million people were facing critical water
shortages in January.
On 24 March, The New Humanitarian UN news agency confirmed dire predictions from
January, reporting that 6.8 million now need humanitarian assistance. About 1.5 million
animals have now died, further threatening livelihoods and therefore mortality. The picture
right was taken in one of the worst affected areas, Somali Region. Delays in animal
vaccination and feeding programmes, lack of funding due to other crises in the country and
country-wide conflicts have all contributed to this disaster.
Over 155,000 children in the lowlands of Somali and Oromia regions had dropped out of
school so they could help get water by January. UNICEF wrote ‘This is against a backdrop of
skyrocketing food costs with an 80 per cent decrease in milk production and a failure of 70
per cent of crops’.
Already by January about ‘225,000 malnourished children and over 100,000 pregnant and
breastfeeding women need urgent nutrition support.’ UNICEF predicted that about 850,000
children will be severely malnourished across the four regions due to multiple causes namely
conflict, drought, and economic downturn.’ Nearly 600,000 children and mothers are now
malnourished in Somali Region alone. Severe acute malnutrition has risen 20%.
Although aid agencies predicted the problems last year, funds for assistance have not been
coming forward.

Hate Speech in Ethiopia
The statement by the UN Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights, Nada AlNashif, on 17 December 2021 at the conclusion of the Special Session of the Human Rights
Council on the grave human rights situation in Ethiopia includes:
‘I also deplore increasing hate speech and incitement to violence by federal and regional
authorities, as well as other public figures, particularly targeted against Tigrayans and
members of the Oromo community. Like the nation-wide sweeps, house-raids and arrests,
this rhetoric – in public speeches, broadcasting and social media, including Facebook and
Twitter – intensifies a climate of fear. The risk of increasing hatred, violence and
discrimination is very high, and could escalate into generalized violence. This could have
major implications, not only for millions of people in Ethiopia, but also across the region.’
The coalition of Oromo advocacy and human rights groups (see signatories below), to
which OSG belongs, issued the following press release on 7 March.
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We, the undersigned,4 denounce the expression of national, racial, ethnic and religious hatred
in the public space, including public media and social media. Such speech constitutes
discrimination, hostility or violence as identified by the International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICEFRD) and Article 20 (2) of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. We also acknowledge state-led
measures – legislative and other regulatory mechanisms – against hate speech, online and
offline.
However, we are cognizant of misuses of the application of the term ‘hate speech’ and warn
against the increasing use of legal measures ostensibly targeted ‘to prevent hate speech’ as
pretexts by repressive regimes, such as Ethiopia, to suppress freedom of expression, thought
and civic engagement. Such policies stifle and suppress an emerging critical and politically
conscious, literate and aware citizenry.
Protecting citizens against genuine hate speech – speech which creates conditions that lead to
violence – without limiting their fundamental freedoms, requires delicate balance and indepth historical, cultural and socio-political understanding of that specific society. Such a
task is complicated and full of pitfalls in a country like Ethiopia with its contested historical
narratives and memories and its asymmetric power relationships. Yet, despite these
challenges, it is the duty of governments and the responsibility of individuals to mitigate hate
speech while facilitating civic engagement.
With rapidly evolving technological means of communication, there is a heightened risk of
socially embedded antagonisms and contestations finding a way onto social media platforms
in addition to print and electronic media, expanding the reach of these antagonisms and vastly
increasing the risk of harming the general public. While open dispassionate conversations on
controversial national issues would, in theory, benefit any society, this has failed to happen in
Ethiopia. The instability and conflict that characterize current Ethiopian discourse have
exposed historically and institutionally embedded hostility and supremacist ideologies on
both mainstream and informal communication channels in Ethiopia. Regrettably, such
harmful discourse has not only been condoned by the authorities in Ethiopia but has been
enabled and empowered by the very government which has the duty to regulate such
violence.
Ethiopian government officials, including Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, repeatedly use social
media platforms for inciting violence, creating and affirming a false narrative and, spreading
misinformation and disinformation. Social media platforms are being used to effectively
change agendas and misguide the international community. A recent development is to use
these platforms to divert international humanitarian concerns and focus the World’s attention
away from the catastrophe in war-impacted parts of the country. The government and its
supporters use social media to misinterpret and pervert international calls to halt the war and
investigate potential war crimes.
Despite the fact that hate speech has been officially made ‘illegal’ in Ethiopia, the Oromo and
other social groups which subscribe to a pluralistic vision of the country are constantly
subjected to dehumanizing speech, with the Amhara presented as the ‘civilizers’ and
‘architects’ of Ethiopia – the chosen people, the ‘Chewa’, with a divine right to rule. Such
assumptions of privilege, entitlement and superiority embody a disdain and hatred for other
peoples at every level of society and state. Local, regional and national government decisions,
and minor details of bureaucracy and governance are all infused with an asymmetric view of
4

A coalition of Oromo advocacy and human rights organizations based in the United States, Canada, Europe
and Australia, who honor equality, mutual respect, and fraternity as guiding principles (see signatories).
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Ethiopian society in which built-in assumptions and the language of denigration are
conveyed; hate speech without accountability. The assumption of superiority of one group
over others pervades the national media, politicians and non-governmental organisations.
Since Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed assumed office, he has exacerbated this asymmetry by
speaking of ‘making Ethiopia great again’. By applauding Ethiopia’s imperial past and by
labelling any person or group who counters that notion as ‘terrorists’, the Prime Minister has
suppressed open public discussion, criminalized certain forms of expression and fanned the
flames of hate speech by the proponents of the ‘Make Ethiopia Great Again’ narrative. In this
quest he has enrolled religious leaders and retired military generals of the Imperial and the
Derg eras to utilize hate speech with impunity.
The subtleties of this distinction in identifying hate speech and its targets are difficult for
foreign observers to appreciate. Ethiopia may have had a ‘great’ past, but only for a few. For
the majority, especially for those in the broader South, Ethiopia is exploitative and
imperialist. It has failed spectacularly to respect the basic rights of the majority of its
population. It is a state where non-Amhara culture, language and existence are ‘othered’,
demonized, and victimized. Applauding such a past insults the victims of those times and
whitewashes historical injustices and legitimizes and incentivizes the continuation of the
same violence and injustice.
Cognizant of the United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech, we therefore
urge the international community, civil society organisations and UN agencies to exert their
influence on the government of Ethiopia and its supporters to:
1. Refrain from using, encouraging or tolerating the use hate speech.
2. Stop utilization of state-controlled and government-affiliated media and social media
platforms to encourage and circulate hate speech.
3. Scale down the ongoing politics of hate, recognize the structural and historical roots of
hate speech in Ethiopia and determine ways to prevent it.
4. Refrain from labelling criticism of the government as ‘hate speech’, thus using the law as a
tool to suppress freedom of opinion and expression.
Signatories:
Advocacy for Oromia (Melbourne, Australia); Baro Tumsa Institute (Greenbelt, MD, USA);
Oromia Support Group (Malvern, UK and Melbourne, Australia); Oromia Global Forum
(Tacoma Park, MD, USA); Oromo Advocacy Alliance (Washington DC, USA ); Oromo
Legacy Leadership and Advocacy Association (Falls Church, VA, USA); Oromo
Professionals Group (Washington, DC, USA); Union of Oromo Communities in Canada
(Ontario, Canada).
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Oromia Support Group
OSG is a non-political organisation committed to raising the profile of human rights abuses in
Ethiopia. Since September 2018, OSG has recorded 3099 killings of civilians by government
and pro-government forces, of whom 2279 were Oromo. These do not include deaths of
civilians or troops in Tigray or Afar Regions. Up to 2012, OSG recorded 4498 extra-judicial
killings - in 20 years of EPRDF rule. Quite apart from the northern war, under Abiy Ahmed
two thirds of the killings under the rule of Meles Zenawi in less than one fifth of the time.
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FINFINNEE/ADDIS ABABA and CENTRAL OROMIA
Killings
Oromo Menschenrechts und Hilfsorganisation (OMRHO e.V.),
based in Hannover, Germany, published its annual report for 2021
in January. In this report were killings which were not previously
included in OSG reports.
Abdalla Aman (right), father and breadwinner in Heban, W Arsi,
was killed by security forces on 27 April 2021 (OMRHO 2021
Report, p.17).
Two men were taken from prison in Meta, W
Showa, on 28 August 2021, and killed by
government forces (OMRHO, p.18):
Ijara Magarsa
Debisa Regassa (left)
Father of three Yomiyu Gonfa (right and
below right) was taken from prison in Moger,
W Showa, on 31 August and executed by
government forces (OMRHO, p.17).
Gadado reported on 7 January the killing of 60 civilians by
government security forces in Gindeberet district , W Showa on 1
January 2022.
In each incident, all of which took place on 1 January under a media
and telecommunications blackout, the killings were described as
being ‘in one place’.
17 were killed in Gurraa Jarjatu village
15 were killed in Faji kebele
7 were killed in Batile kebele
21 were killed in Abunna kebele
A statement from OLF/OLA, also on 7 January, confirmed and condemned the 39 killings in
Gurraa Jarjartu, Faji and Batile (see translation).
FNN News 15 February reported that two children were killed in Fole Jaltu district, W
Showa, by government forces in the previous few days.
Muse Guta aged 8, and
Ebissa Badadha aged 12, were killed because their parents were suspected of supporting
OLA.
Qeerroo News, via the FNN News Desk, reported to OSG on 20 February the killing of ten
including sets of two and three brothers on 19 February in Iluu Galaan, West Showa. Nine of
the ten were named:
Brothers Biranu and Aliyi Bushura
Brothers Bichoo and Bayissa Mulatu,
another of the Mulatu brothers whose name was not recorded
Abi Sintayo
Ashu Mul’ata
Nasiro Aliyi
Danacho Qalbeessa
Katama Abara
9

OSG was informed directly on 12 March of the
execution while under police custody of two men on
11 March in Qalaaxee town, Abune Gindeberet district,
W Showa.
Qananiisaa Joonsee, (far left) a young man employed
as a truck driver by his father (near left), was taken
hostage by rebel forces with his co-driver, along with
another vehicle and driver on Monday 7 March.
Qananiisaa’s co-driver escaped with their truck and the
other vehicle was burnt and destroyed. The co-driver
was then arrested and the truck held by local government security officers.
Qananiisaa and the driver of the other vehicle were released by the rebels after two days
when ransom was paid. Meanwhile, government security forces had sought Qananiisaa and,
in his absence, had arrested his father Joonsee Biqila.
Qananiisaa presented himself to security forces on his release from abduction, and his father
was freed.
On the morning of Friday 11 March, his father was summoned to government premises
which house the court in Qalaaxee town, where he, Joonsee Biqila and his son Qananiisaa
Joonsee were shot dead. They were dragged while Qananiisaa was still alive, to ‘the main
road for public view’. Qananiisaa ‘didn't die immediately and suffered while people
watching afraid to offer help.’
They were buried on 12 March in their home town, Kachisi, capital of Gindeberet district.
More killings of civilians took place in Fantalle district of East Showa zone, Oromia Region,
on 17 March. Addis Standard 19 March reported that ‘armed men’ killed ten youths in a
recreation centre and billiard hall in Metahara, in Alge kebele. Another eleven were injured.

OLF detainees: disappearance, starvation, torture, beating, grave illness
The severe, life-threatening mistreatment and neglect of OLF detainees was summarised in
OSG Report 58 (pp.15-17). More information has since been obtained from local informants
and OLF spokesperson, Lammi Gamachu, whose detailed report was the basis for the Addis
Standard 10 February article OLF calls for an end to torture of jailed members as senior
leaders protest in hunger strike.
OLF leaders, ‘like Mikael Boren, Kenessa Ayana, Dawit Abdeta, Lemi Begna, Geda Gabisa,
and the former PR Bate Urgessa were detained in several informal detention centers in towns
like Mojo, Awash Melkasa, Gelan, Sebeta and Burayu over the last several months.’ OLF
spokesman Lammi Gamachu said ‘Some of our members were detained in solitary
confinement in Oromia Special Forces camp called Sololia in Gelan town.’ Most are held in
terrible conditions and denied family visits.
Detainees in Burayu began a hunger strike to protest conditions of detention at the beginning
of February and became severely ill in less than two weeks, as might have been expected
because of their long term deprivation of food and the filthy conditions in which they are
kept. On 11 February Addis Sandard reported that all six leaders named above were flown by
helicopter from Burayu Police Station to Lideta Federal Police Hospital. Mikael Boran and
Bate Urgessa were especially unwell and Kenasa Ayana was unconscious. They were
resuscitated with intravenous fluids.
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Bate Urgessa, with facial and head injuries from beatings by other prisoners in Awash
Melkasa Military Camp last year, was found to have Hepatitis B but was returned with the
others to Burayu Police Station against medical advice next morning. Requests to test the
others for the disease were refused, at least initially. Bate and Kenasa attended hospital on
several occasions over the following two weeks and Bate was released from detention, on a
stretcher, on 12 March because of poor health.
Ever since early 2019, OLF leaders have been detained
incommunicado in frequently changing locations. Even before
February 2021,5 ‘leaders Abdi Regassa, Mikael Boran, Lami
Begna and Dawit Abdata had been bailed by four courts, first
Sululta District Court (police refused to release them), then Addis
Ababa Special Zone High Court (Oromia Special Police
transferred them to Sebata prison): a third court order was met
with further charges against Abdi Regassa, Lami Begna and Dawit
Abdata. Galan District Court then ordered the release of Mikael
Boran, Kenasa Ayana and Abdulgafar Umar Kadir - for the fourth
time, without success.
Lami Begna and Dawit Abdata were acquitted for the fifth time in the second week of
January 2021 but were not released. They were taken to an unknown destination from Sabata
Dalati prison on 5 February. On 29 March 2021, they appeared in court and were
immediately acquitted. As they walked free from the court they were re-arrested and taken
away by security forces - for the sixth time (above right). The prosecutor had previously
dropped charges against Mikael Boran, Col. Gamachu Ayana, Kenasa Ayana and Abdulgafar
Umar Kadir but police had by then transferred them to Sidist Kilo ‘secret prison’ before their
transfers elsewhere.
Mikael Boran/Bekele (left) OLF Executive
Committee, and Kenasa Ayana (right) Central
Committee member, were again detained on 30
June 2020, the day after Haacalu Hundeesa’s
assassination. They were ordered to be freed by
Oromia Region Supreme Court on 15 January
2021 but were immediately re-arrested and held,
initially, at Galan Police Station. After 15 May 2021, their location was unknown but was
believed to be Awash Melkasa military camp until they were relocated to Burayu Police
Station.
Abdi Ragassa, (right) OLF Executive Committee
member, was detained in 2019 and again in
February 2020, initially in Maikelawi, Third
Police Station, Finfinnee. He was at Burayu Police
Station until March 2020 but was then moved
frequently between facilities despite being freed
by courts six times, including on 24 June 2021,
when he was re-arrested as he attempted to go
home from court (above left). He has spent periods in Awash Melkasa but his current location
is unknown.
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OLF Central Committee member Colonel Gamachu Ayana (right, before
and after his earlier detention) was among nine ordered to be released by
Lideta Federal High Court on 17 May 2021 but was re-arrested with Gada
Gabissa, Bate Urgessa, Dawit Abdata, Lami Benya, Waqo Nole, Gada
Oljira and others as they left Kilinto prison next morning. The men were
transferred to Awash Melkasa military training camp near Adama, E
Showa. On 24 July they were taken to Galan Police Station in the Akaki
subdistrict of Finfinnee and thence to Burayu Police Station on 6 August
2021.
Col. Gamachu had been detained for 11 months before he was released, in
an emaciated state (right) in December 2019. He was detained again, with
the majority of OLF leaders, in July 2020.
After the forced transfers above, he was moved with 11 others to an isolated secure unofficial
detention facility in Galan - Sololia Military Camp (for Oromia Special Forces) on 22
September 2021.
Among the nine with Col. Gamachu whose release was ordered by the Lideta court in May
2021 was Nimona Ijjigu. He was released but again arrested and held in Nekemte prison,
Wallega. He was taken from prison and executed with three fellow Qeerroo members on 17
December (see pp21-22).
According to OLF sources, Col. Gamachu was again ordered to be released on 9 February
2022. However, he remains in prison at the time of writing, in the ‘Mexico’ area of Finfinnee,
in a Federal Criminal Investigation Division facility, to where he was transferred with OLF
co-defendants Usman Hasan and Lamesa Takale.
Bate Urgessa, (left, OLF Public Relations
Officer) and Wondesan Abdulkadir (member
and driver, right) appeared at Oromia Special
Zone Court, Burayu Chamber, on 12 March
2021. Despite being freed by the court on
payment of 5000 Birr each, they were kept in
Burayu Police Station
until lost to follow up
from 15 May 2021, in Awash Melkasa camp
(see above for recent developments).
Lami Benya (Begna) and Dawit Abdata (near
and far right respectively) were also arrested
shortly after Haacalu Hundeesa’s assassination
on 29 June 2020, taken from their homes in Finfinnee on 12 July. They were each ordered to
be released on payment of 20,000 Birr ($390) on 13 November 2020 but were immediately
rearrested on leaving Oromia Supreme Court. The payment has not been returned.
They were both freed unconditionally once more by the Oromia Supreme Court on 25
December 2020 and twice again by the Federal Supreme
Court, on 29 March 2021 and 1 July 2021. Each time they
have remained in custody (see above).
Gada Gabisa, OLF Political Officer, and Gada Oljira, (right)
OLF Office Coordinator, were detained 20 December 2020,
freed by court order on 17 February 2021 but remained in
detention. As with other OLF detainees, they have been held
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for periods of weeks or months, incommunicado in locations unknown by family or lawyers.
They have been moved with others to Awash Melkasa camp, Galan Police Station and
Burayu Police Station before being taken to Sololia Oromia Special Forces Camp near to
Galan.
Aman/Batire File (left), OLF Central Committee member, was
detained in March 2020 when he attempted to visit Abdi Regassa
(see above), then being held in Burayu Police Station. He was
released by Burayu District Court but police merely transferred him
between major prisons in the country before taking him to Yabello,
Borana Zonal Police Station. He was reported by the OLF to be
held at Shashemane Police Station (W Arsi) on 27 February 2022.
Gamachis Tolasa (right), Central Committee member, was detained
in Buno Bedele, Illubabor (SW Wallega) from the end of 2020 to
November 2021. Two months later, on 4 January 2021, he was taken
from his home in the capital and detained initially in the Third
Police Station. He was taken to an unknown place from 22 February
2022, and was reportedly being held in Abba Samuel Addis Ababa
Police Training Centre five days later.
Yerosan Hayu was detained in several places after his arrest on 20 December 2020, up to his
release on 21 October 2021, including police stations, a police training centre and unofficial
detention centres. Rearrested on 4 January 2022 from his home in Finfinnee, he was held in
Finfinnee Third Police Station until ‘disappeared’ to Abba Samuel Police Training Centre,
Finfinnee on 22 February.
Following a request by the National Electoral Board of Ethiopia on 10 March for his release
from house arrest, imposed 3 May 2021, Dawud Ibsa was allowed to visit the NEBE
premises later that day and on 12 March, his release from house arrest was confirmed by OLF
spokesman Shigut Galata. Meanwhile, detention of OLF personnel continues (see Eastern
Oromia, p.19).
Whereas Jawar Mohammad, Bekele Gerba, Dejene Tafa, Hamza Borana, and several other
OFC members were released on 7 January and there were rumours later of a visit to Gamachu
Ayana by PM Abiy Ahmed, all OLF detainees apart from seriously ill Bate Urgessa remain in
detention, minded by spiteful and disrespectful guards, held with violent criminals, forced to
live in filth and deprived of food.
Lawyers in Finfinnee reported at the end of February that over two hundred Oromo and
Tigaru political prisoners appeared in Arada District Federal Court. Most are accused of
supporting ‘Shanee’ - the government’s derogatory term for OLA and sometimes OLF. A
minority are accused of supporting ‘the Junta’ (TPLF). All are reported to be ‘in a
physically fragile condition’ in ‘unsanitary cells’ and ‘abused by members of the
security forces for a long time’. Neither they nor their lawyers are resourced.
Scores of thousands of OLF members and supporters are detained in cruel conditions across
Oromia. The February report - of 30 OLF and Press defendants at Sebeta police station being
deprived of food brought by their families (see p.31) - should be shocking: but in the present
context of individual and mass killings and detention of Oromo and others, it is merely
commonplace.
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MASS KILLINGS IN OROMIA SPECIAL ZONE, AMHARA REGION WOLLO
Government soldiers killed 18 civilians in Dera, N Showa, on 31 December, according to
reporters for FNN (personal communication 2 January 2022). Amhara media (Zegabi.com)
accused OLA of the atrocity and stated that over 30 were killed and that all were Amhara.
Addis Standard 15 February, Analysis: Massacre in plain sight; behind silent killings in
Oromo special zone, Amhara region, told of widespread killing of civilians after government
forces retook towns in Oromia Special Zone (see figure) in December. The reprisals
continued well into 2022, with hundreds killed and many buried in mass graves.
Thousands were imprisoned, so many that
makeshift prisons were made from private and
public buildings.
Hundreds were taken from detention and
summarily executed according to eyewitnesses interview by Addis Standard in a
weeks-long investigation, and corroborated by
images of mass graves. Bodies were left for
prolonged periods before being bulldozed into
large pits.
People were executed at random as government
forces advanced but house-to-house searches
later were used to find, detain and execute
anyone believed to have collaborated with TDF
or OLA forces.
Some were detained in Showa Robit, N Showa,
others in military camps in Oromia Region. Some were told their crime was merely not to
have fled when Tigrayan forces moved in.
A resident of Bate town told of his brother being executed with many others after being taken
to an area named Waraa Baabuu, and of militia holding civilians until a bribe is paid for their
release, to avoid them being shot as members of ‘Shanee’ - the derogatory slang term for
OLA.
According to FNN News reporting on 21 December, 30 detainees were taken from Kemise
town and executed at ‘Burka’ military camp, Bate district, on 16 December. 28 from Artuma
Fursi were executed at ‘Tare Awara’. 20 were killed in ‘Dawe Harawa’ at a village ‘Kar
Depo’. OLLAA on 27 December wrote that 54 were killed in Artuma Fursi district and 26
killed in Jilee Dhuguma district, as well as 20 in Dawe Harawa.
Addis Standard wrote that mass executions were reported by residents in the districts of Jille
Dhuguma, Artuma Fursi, Chafa Dawa and Chefa Robit. A man from Senbete, 7 km from
Ataye, said 28 were killed in Inatlee, at the roadside. ‘Bodies are left in the open for days as
a warning. . . . Up to eight family members of an alleged OLA member were deemed guilty
by association. A 13 year-old boy was beaten to death because his father was allegedly a
member of OLA.’
Another said ‘A lot of people don’t know where their loved ones are detained. Days later they
find their bodies on the street.’
The crackdown was said to be continuing.
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KARRAYYUU MASSACRE 1 December 2021

A detailed report on the massacre of Karrayyuu Gadaa leaders in Fantalle, E Showa, on 1
December 2021, was published in February by the Siinqee Institute.6 A definitive description
of the events of 1 December, obtained from eye-witness and other local accounts and
correcting inaccuracies in OSG’s earlier report, was also published in The Elephant, a Kenyabased online outlet, titled ‘A Dagger to the Heart’ on 11 February.7
An account by a Karrayyuu, who is acquainted with and related to the victims, was published
in African Arguments, 31 March. Roba Bulga’s article is rich in detail on the Karrayyuu,
their unique cultural significance for all Oromo and their history of increasing abuse and
marginalisation.
The Siinqee Institute report includes the names and Gadaa roles of each of the 15 killed; 14
shot dead and one tortured to death in detention, and the names and roles of those detained
(see Appendix 2). The seven illustrated above, copied from the Addis Standard, include Jiloo
Didoo (former Abbaa Bokkuu, top right) and the overall leader, the current Abbaa Bokkuu
(Holder of the Sceptre), Kadiro Hawas Boru (second from left, bottom row). They were
named incorrectly in OSG Report 58.
The atrocity occurred the day after Karrayyuu Oromo thwarted attempts by government
forces to take five young men from a neighbouring kebele for the war in Tigray.8 But this was
not merely a reprisal attack. It was part of a campaign to remove Karrayyuu Oromo from
their ancestral lands, a project of previous Ethiopian governments.
Over half of Karrayyuu pastoral land, home to over 100,000, was lost to a massive, polluting
sugar cane plantation and processing plant at Matahara and to Awash National Park during
the imperial era. Always contested with Amhara settlers, their essential grazing land has been
6

An international sisterhood of women committed to principles of solidarity, relationality and justice, with its
roots in Siinqee, the women’s organisation intimately related and parallel to the Gadaa system.
7
Authored by a Coalition of Oromo human rights and advocacy groups, including OSG.
8
Conscription of five youths was prevented by Karrayyuu in Haroo Karsa, 50-60 km from Motoma, on 30
November - OSG Report 58, p.11.
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further encroached since 2018. Before then, there was balance between the two communities,
but a large swathe of traditional Karrayyuu land has now been taken by Amhara farmers.
The strategic value of this area is enormous because of the lucrative trade route east to
Djibouti and Somaliland (map below). A sign (also below) along the main road, 45 km within
Karrayyu territory reads ‘Welcome to Amhara Region’. It was removed eight times by
Karrayyuu Oromo but is now guarded around the clock.

The dispossession of Karrayyu land and sites of atrocities (Map: Aaron Eubank/Roba J). Oromia/Amhara
regional border (yellow); the large swathe of Karrayyuu land, claimed by Amhara militia since 2018 (rose); sites
of execution, new boundary sign and Gadaa village (red); and the vital trade route to Djibouti and Somaliland
running through Karrayyuu territory (green).

Persecution of Karrayyuu Oromo became more marked in the weeks preceding the massacre.
Beatings and imprisonment awaited those buying goods or seeking medical attention in urban
areas. About 200, including women and the elderly were in incommunicado detention, denied
food and visits by family. Movement has been especially restricted since the massacre.
Karrayyuu are prevented from taking their animals to water and pasture and forbidden from
carrying arms. Unable to protect their camels and other animals, they are liable to arrest or
being shot if armed.
The execution
Members of the Michille Gadaa, midway through their eight-year period in office, were
present at the seat of the Gadaa sacred village, Motoma, within the loose collection of
hamlets which comprise the area of Karra. They had met on the morning of 1 December,
2021 for their Waaqa Kadhaa prayer ceremony and had returned to their huts when five
vehicles arrived, several with mounted machine guns, carrying about 20 Ethiopian
government ‘security forces’ – described as a mixture of Oromia Special Forces, Federal
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soldiers and police. They called out 39 by name from their huts and asked for a meeting,
ostensibly peaceful in purpose.
Rifles were removed from their homes and piled
before them. Once their weapons had been taken,
they were subjected to increasing physical abuse.
Their leader, Kadiro Hawas Boru, advised calm
and told the security forces that he had been
visited twice by Abiy Ahmed, and showed them a
keepsake he had been given by the PM.
The 39 were taken by truck to Annole (Boset), an
arid area said to be 5-6 km west (see map). They
Roadsign placed 45 km within Karrayyuu
were separated: 16 remained in Annole, 23 were
territory, in Amharic ‘Welcome to Amhara
driven 55 km southwest to a military camp at
Regional State, East Shewa, to Minjar
Wolenchiti. The 16 at Annole were forced to lie
Shonkora District, Awurogona Kebele’
face down on the ground and beaten. Kadiro
Hawas Boru was taken away for questioning and beating several times. There was screaming
but the two who later escaped were lying face down and could not see.
On several occasions, the commanding officer spoke to government officials in Adama for
instructions before finally being ordered to execute the Gadaa leaders. Around 7:00 PM, the
men were lined up and their heads hooded for execution. As shots were fired, one of the
soldiers refused to shoot and threw down his rifle. His two intended victims escaped and ran
away.
Villagers heard shooting and, informed by the eyewitnesses, located the killing field next
morning. A soldier was chased away from guarding the corpses. The 14 bullet-riddled
remains of the Gadaa leaders were taken back to Karra for burial. When found, their bodies
had already been attacked by wild animals.
Initial government claims that the atrocity was carried out by OLA (‘Shane’) were dispelled
by Prosperity Party officials, including the Minister for Peace, Taye Danda’a, and MP
Hangaasaa Ibraahim, who accused Oromia Police Commissioner Ararsa Merdasa of ordering
the execution.9 On February 1 the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission issued a report
concluding that there were ‘reasonable grounds to believe’ that extrajudicial killings were
committed by security forces.
Only a disagreement between members of the security forces prevented all 39 men from
being executed in Annole, according to local informants. The remaining 23 Gadaa leaders
were beaten and tortured in Wolenchiti military camp for six or seven days before being
transferred to a secret unofficial place of detention in Mojo, 28 km west of Adama, where the
violent mistreatment continued.

9

See the statement of Taye Dande’a, State Minister of Peace and member of central committee of the Prosperity
Party, and video exposé by Hangaasaa Ibraahim, a Member of Parliament for the Oromia Region, admitting
government responsibility and naming the key perpetrators. (English subtitles for MP Hangaasaa Ibraahim’s
statement, in which he accuses Oromia Region Police Commissioner Ararsa Merdasa of ordering the execution,
are provided by Anley E. Tefera, known as ‘Tisho’).
Although these Prosperity Party officials are known for spreading false information in the past, it is worth
noting that they have stepped forward to offer this information which contradicts earlier government statements
that falsely accused OLA ‘Shane’ of the brutality. A leaked one-page letter containing reports of the Karrayyuu
massacre case written to the Oromia Police Commission and the Attorney from the Ethiopian Human Rights
Commission also confirms that ‘the order to commit the killing was given from above.’
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On 8 December in Mojo, one of the detainees, former Gadaa leader Jiloo Boraya Hawas, in
his fifties, died from his injuries. His body remained with the other prisoners for over 24
hours and then in a container by the cell until Karrayyuu elders tracked down the detainees on
10 December and took him back to Karra. Six of the others were released on 31 December
and the remaining sixteen on 22 January.
As noted by the Siinqee Institute, ‘The raw facts remain.’ Of the 39 Gadaa leaders driven
away on 1 December, 14 were executed the same day, two escaped, one was tortured to death
in custody on 8 December, 22 were detained incommunicado and tortured for 4-7 weeks.
(See Appendix 2, p. for names and Gadaa offices.)
Aftermath
The Siinqee Institute wrote that the ‘released Karrayyu leaders came out of prison to two
shocking new realities. First, their Karrayyu communities were dispossessed and displaced as
their land was taken over by new settlers who had previously crossed into Oromia from the
Amhara Region. Under the protection of federal and regional forces, the new settlers were
already producing charcoal by cutting down precious trees that the Karrayyu had protected
for generations. Drastic changes within a month of the massacre!’
The report was rich in information about the practices of the Karrayyuu Gadaa and included a
trailer from a 2015 Karrayyu Mijuu Gadaa documentary, showing a trek to a seasonal jila
gadaa ceremony on the sacred grounds of the Gadaa village. A short video made three years
ago also gives a glimpse into Karrayyuu living.10
The Siinqee Institute continued ‘The Karrayyu live their deepest philosophy of respectful
relationship and environmental stewardship in their everyday lives and ritual practices. They
wear it in the marks on their bodies and with the garments and ornaments with which they
adorn themselves. They weave it into their hairstyles. They carry it on their livestock and take
it with them wherever they go.’

Under the protection of federal and regional forces, the new settlers were
already producing charcoal by cutting down precious trees that the
Karrayyu had protected for generations.
‘The union of Gadaa leaders of Oromia states that the brutality with which the Michillee
Gadaa leaders are massacred is unprecedented. Imagine a government and all its cabinet
ministers being wiped out in just one strike. Such cruelty against an entire Gadaa leadership
did not happen even during the bloody conquest of Oromos in the 19th Century. And it never
happened since – not during the imperial rule, the military rule, or the EPRDF rule. This
signals a new era of brutal repression against Oromos.’
‘The brutal interruption of the Gadaa cycle spells a major crisis primarily because the rank
and file of the entire Michillee Gadaa is left leaderless and traumatized. More fundamentally,
however, the interruption disrupts the very foundation of the cyclical and rhythmic
succession of gadaa that is deeply tuned into the broader rhythms of natural and cosmic
cycles.’
Gadaa was registered in 2018 by UNESCO as ‘Intangible Cultural Heritage’. The Siinqee
Institute has requested that UNESCO condemn the massacre.11
10

Video: Milk Drop (3 minute glimpse into Karrayyuu life by Mattima Films).
Addis Standard, 11 March 2022, News: Siinqee Institute requests UNESCO to condemn Karrayyu Abba
Gadaas’ execution, facilitate space for healing and reconciliation.; Siinqee Institute Open Letter to UNESCO,
February 2022
11
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EASTERN OROMIA
Detention
FNN reported (personal communication) on 2 January 2022 that residents of Dalo town, Haro
district, W Hararge, were ordered by district administrators to stay at home while house-tohouse searches and widespread arrests were made. Economic activity ceased and no-one was
able to go to market.
Oromsis Elemo, a Central Committee member of the OLF, was arrested and detained in
solitary confinement in a military camp, known locally as the ‘Palace’, in Harar town, facing
the Ras Hotel, according to information received via OSG’s informant in Maryland, USA, on
20 January. His arrest followed activity of OLA in Mi’esso district, West Hararge. He was
reported to have Covid infection.
This is his second episode of detention since Abiy Ahmed came to power in 2018. He was
also detained three times during the last six years of EPRDF rule.

Conscription
Finfinnee News Network reported in December that large numbers of conscripts were taken
from all 42 districts of E Hararge. In Bedeno alone, over 2500, including over 1800
youngsters were taken. 300 were retained as police. The others went to the war fronts in
Tigray and elsewhere. Children and the disabled were among the conscripted.

WESTERN OROMIA
Killings
The following killings were reported by OMHRO in its Annual
Report for 2021. Only nine of these 99 killings had previously
been recorded by OSG.
Abdi Dingata Qajela (right), a young boy in Guliso town, W
Wallega, was shot dead by government forces and his body
thrown on the street in Guliso on 8 February 2021. OMRHO
2021 Report, p.10.
Five youngsters, including a ten year-old child,
were killed by security forces in Begi, W
Wallega, on 20 April 2021 (OMRHO 2021
Report, p.12):
Jafar Jamal Bushura (left)
Bako Suleiman
Tamam Wolde aged 10
Faris Mustafa
Yosef Mohammed (right)
OMRHO reported (p.14) that on the same day, 20 April 2021, security
forces took five men from prison in Wayu, Horo Guduru (E Wallega)
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and executed them. The execution of Bane Negeri, Guta Cherena, Chimdessa Tafa, Belay
Tiqi and Birhanu Tolasa was reported by OSG (Report 57, p.15). OMRHO wrote that one
of the victims, Birhanu Tolasa (shown below left) was a ‘beloved figure in the city’.
Degefu Debela Dhaba was taken from
prison in Inango, W Wallega, where he
had been held by federal forces, and
executed on 21 April. He is shown
right in death and life.
Kajela Tasisa (below left), a
postgraduate student at Arba Minch
University and lecturer at Dembi Dollo
University, was shot dead in Dembi
Dollo town on 25 April (OMRHO
2021, p.16). He leaves a pregnant wife
and child without support.
Waqjira Badhasa (right) was also killed in
custody, on 26 April. His execution was reported
in OSG Report 57 (p.15). OMRHO released his
photograph.
Ibrahim Abba Diga was arrested in Mena
district, Jimma zone, on 20 April 2021 and held
in Urgeyi town administration office until ‘he
was shot and killed’ by security forces on 28
April (OMRHO 2021, p.15). He is shown left
and below left, in death and life.
The killing of Iyasu Icho in Tegi Galewo,
Guliso, W Wallega, on 30 April 2021 was
reported by OSG previously (Reports 56, p.19,
and 57, p.16). His body was ‘dumped in the
forest like this’ (shown right, OMRHO 2021
Report, p.11).
Bekele Labata (right), in Dembi Dollo, Qellem,
Wallega, refused to hand over cash to government
security forces on 2 May. For that reason,
according to the OMRHO 2021 Report, p.16, he
was labelled ‘anti-government’. That evening, he
was shot dead as he opened his door to security
forces. His killing was listed without detail in OSG
Report 57, p.16.
Amanuel A Abdissa (left), 45, farmer and family
head, Daro Sambo, W Wallega, was imprisoned in April. He was taken
from detention and executed on 8 May 2021. His body was thrown
into nearby bush. OMRHO 2021 Report, p.9.
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More details of the killing of Lami Kenno (reported as Lamu Keno
Shasho, OSG Report 56, p.19) were reported by OMHRO (p.15). Lami
(right) was woken from his sleep and taken to the military camp by
Dembi Dollo, where he was executed next morning, Sunday 9 May
2021.
Mebratu Taye (left) was shot dead outside his
home in Adare, W Wallega,
on 30 September 2021, while
holding his one year-old son,
whose the right arm was so
severely damaged it was amputated at Nekemte
Referral Hospital (OMRHO 2021, p.12).
Four youths were taken out of detention in Nekemte, E Wallega, and executed on 17
December 2021. ‘Their bodies were thrown on the fields.’ OMRHO 2021 Report, p.8.
Additional information was obtained from OSG’s informant in Maryland, USA, and from the
OLF.
Abubakar Nuree, a resident of Nekemte
Nimona Ijjigu, from Chalia, W Wallega
Amanuel Habtamu, from Gori, W Wallega
Zakiru (Sanyi) Itana, from Nunnu Qumba, E Wallega
There was a fifth victim, Robsan, from Sasiga, E Wallega, according to OSG’s informant.

Abubakar Nuree

Nimoona Ijjigu

Zakiru Itana
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Amanual Habtamu

The OLF wrote on 19 December that the young men were all active Qeerroo members.
Abubakar Nuree, from Nekemte, was active in leading and coordinating Oromo protests from
2014 to 2018. Nimoona Ijjigu, from Chalia, W Wallega, also wrote a book ‘Alanfannaa
Bishaani’.
Abubakar Nuree and Nimoona Ijjigu had been imprisoned in 2018 ‘in Finfinnee police
commission and Kilinto prisons.’ They were eventually released because of lack of evidence
against them, before they were detained in Nekemte and then executed.
Their relatives were forbidden burial ceremonies.
Finfinne News Network News Broadcast 15 February, reported 31 killed in Abay Dongoro
district, Horo Guduru, in an act of ethnic cleansing by Amhara militia and Fano.
FNN also reported on the OLF-OLA Press Statement regarding alleged killings in Gidami,
Qellem, Wallega, on 29 January, which called for independent investigations into the alleged
killings. No evidence has surfaced of mass killings or a mass grave, both of which were
claimed by pro-government media.
On 26 February, FNN News reported on a violent incursion by Amhara Region and Fano
militia into Horo Guduru zone, Wallega, on 22 February, in which six Oromo were killed.
The attack was reported to have taken place at Abuna Gudina in Horo Buluk district. They
were said to have been targeted because they are relatives of the OLF leader Dawud Ibsa.
Four of the six killed were named:
Lalisa Shifara Kumsa, 60
Roba Firdisa Jabessa, 23
Kisata Dulu Aboma, 16
Adenech Aboma Duressa, 30

Attacks, killing and burning
Many houses were burnt to the ground during the February attack at Abuna Gudina, which
was reported by FNN to have been instigated by Amhara Region and Fano militia. They had
gathered and organised in the Jardega Jarte district.
In a related incident, at least four were abducted and held captive for nine days by
Amhara/Fano militia and released a few days before the broadcast:
Worke Lama Qalbessa, 23
Ilbe Shifara Kumsa, 19
Lalisa Tamara Asafa, 17
Misgane Nagassa Shifara, 26.
In the same broadcast, FNN relayed reports of up to 500 homes being burnt down in Horo
Guduru and East Wallega zones, both of which border Amhara Region. Hardest hit were the
districts of Jardega Jarte (H Guduru), Gida Kiramu and Abuna (E Wallega), and also the
town of Kare Goha in N Showa zone of Oromia Region, a town which is jointly inhabited by
Amhara and Oromo people.
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Addis Standard, 22 February, reported in depth on the violence perpetrated by ‘Amhara
speaking’ militias in East Wallega and Horo Guduru zones of Western Oromia, after
interviewing survivors of attacks among displaced persons in Adama (E Showa) and E
Hararge and receiving multiple accounts from residents of both zones.
On 12 February, Fano/Amhara Region Militia entered the village of Botoro Bora in Abe
Dengoro district, Horo Guduru zone, looking for two of its members who were missing. They
were also reported to have organised and grouped together in Jardega Jarte district as well as
Abe Dengoro, before entering the village at dawn, opening fire at close range at all who
moved, burning properties, including those with people inside, and abducting women and
girls.
Eye-witnesses claimed at least 29, mostly women and children, were killed and 64 homes
razed. It is not known how many were abducted. Many are unaccounted for. One reported
losing 16 cattle.
OLLAA wrote on 9 March that among the unknown number killed by Amhara militias,
were another 23 named individuals in a single village, Boko Jima, in Sibu Sire district:
Ahmed Kalif Ali
Ahmed Aliyi
Mohammed Aliyi
Abdurahim Ali
Muaz Mamude
Hussen
Najib Rashid
Ibsa Taha
Najash Mohammedsani
Mohammed Najib
Kadir Nure Elemo
Ajaba Amadile
Asli Mohammed
Mohammed Jamal
Nasru Mulu
Haadha Obsa
Asafa
Elias
Haadha Seyfudin
Nasir Abba Abdi
Shaga
Jafar Mohammedsani
Gamada Shek Nasir
Arabo
Kamise Jamal
Addis Standard reported claims by the Oromia regional government in January that over
128,000 had already been displaced from Guto Gida district in E Wallega by violence from
‘an Amhara speaking radical armed group.’
The magazine quoted farmers who had fled from East Wallega since November 2021,
reporting beatings, killings, looting and burning by these groups in Sibu Sire district (Dalo
Kojimma kebele) and Limmu district (Fit Boqo village and elsewhere). Over 14,000 have
been displaced from Sibu Sire woreda alone.
An Oromia Region official told Addis Standard of difficulties getting food to all the
displaced. 27,000 were registered displaced from Sibu Sire (15,000 - over 15% of the district
population) and Limmu (12,000) woredas.
Another eye-witness claimed over 50 were killed in his village in Limmu district on 24
January. More than 30,000 cattle were taken in the district.
Despite the absence of protection from government security forces, displaced villagers are
being encouraged to return west, to face more violence and killing.
Oromia Human Rights Defenders group, reporting via their representative in Maryland, USA,
on 4 January 2022, reported that five young men, all Qeerroo members, were taken from
prison in Chalia Eka, Guliso, and executed a few days previously. (Four are listed below in
the group’s report - Abdi Gemechu, Thomas Zarihun, Mitiku Bulti executed 28
December, and Amanti Degafa executed 3 January).
In the same report, also in the Guliso area, a woman in her 40s was accused of feeding
members of OLA and had her hand shot off.
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OLLAA 17 January also reported the
burning of Oromo homes in Qellem zone,
as well as East and West Wallega and
Horo Guduru zones. The picture below is
of a village in Wallega, taken from the
OLLAA report.

Oromia Human Rights Defenders Group, Third Report
The third report from rights defenders in West Wallega zone was communicated via OSG’s
contact in Maryland, USA, on 3 February 2022. The report lists abuses committed by Oromia
Special Forces and National Defence Forces in five districts under the control of a military
command post in Guliso.

Killings
The killings listed below have not been recorded by OSG previously.
31 civilians were killed between August 2021 and January 2022, all but one in the three
districts of Guliso, Genji and Aira. All were male. Unless stated otherwise, the victims were
single. Woreda (district) and kebele are given in that order, followed by date and remarks.
Three were only 14 years old. One was 16. Five were Qeerroo members and one was a
father of Qeerroo members.
Two were killed together in Beketo, Genji, on 7 July, two in Bikiltu Ankori, Genji, on 7
August and another two there on 20 October, two in Homi Suchi, Aira on 22 November and
at least three in Chalia town, Guliso on 28 December.
Dano Umeta, 14, Genji, Beketo, 7/07/2021
Geleta Jabesa, 17, Genji, Beketo, 7/07/2021
Yoseph Hanbisa, 19, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, 7/8/2021
Lalisa Debela, 25, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, 7/8/2021
Frisa Eda, 50, Aira, Gudina Aira, Married, 16/8/2021, Deaf
Bijiga Tesgera, 18, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 28/8/2021, ‘Psychotic’
Lati Tafesa, 16, Guliso, Nawir Galawo, August/September 2021
Gemechu Wagari, 20, Guliso, Chalia 01, 3/9/2021, Qeerroo member
Kebena Kundase, 35, Guliso, Jarso Birbir, Married, 8/9/2021, Evangelist
Hiskel Gemechu, 18, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, 10/9/2021
Lalisa Gelalcha, 17, Genji, Beketo, 19/9/2021, Qeerroo member
Abdi Sirna Wakshuma, 20, Genji, Bikiltu Humbawo, 27/9/2021, Qeerroo member
Wajira Brihanu, 25, Boji Chokorsa, Horo Sobir, Married, 30/9/2021
Gemeda Yoseph, 25, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, September/October 2021
Yonas Megersa Baisa, 14, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, 20/10/2021,Qeerroo member
Yonas Megersa, 14, Genji, Bikiltu Ankori, 20/10/2021
Fedasa Keresa,17, Guliso, Chalia 01, 21/11/2021, Student (picture below)
Jirenga Brihanu, 35, Guliso, Wayu Manie, Married, 21/11/2021, Farmer
Idosa Mengesha, 20, Aira, Homi Suchi, 22/11/2021
Gutema Tafesa, 20, Aira, Homi Suchi, 22/11/2021
Abdi Temesgen Asefa, 20, Genji, Kapi Guracho, 22/10/2021
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Mengistu, 40, Genji, Genji Dembi, Married, October-December 2021
Eba Asfawuu Terfasa, 20, Aira, Jarso Habayani, 14/12/2021, Qeerroo member
Amanuel Tesfa Hafte, 18, Aira, Wayu Koli, 18/12/2021, Grade 12 Student
Kenasa Itefa, 50, Guliso, Maru, 23/12/2021 , Farmer and father of Qeerroo members
Abdi Gemechu, 17, Guliso, Chalia 01, 28/12/2021, Student
Thomas Zarihun, 19, Guliso , Chalia 01, 28/12/2021
Mitiku Bulti, 19, Guliso, Chalia 01, 28/12/2021,Student
Amenti Degefa, 17, Guliso, Kusaye, 3/1/2022
Qasim Rago, 18, Aira, Lalisa Birbir, January 2022
Yoel Tesfaye, 20, Aira, Wayu Koli, 13/1/2022
17 year-old student Fedasa Keresa (right), was shot dead ‘with three
bullets’ by Oromia Special Forces in Chalia town on 21 November
before his body was thrown on the street.
The authors of the report wrote:
‘Families and friends cannot take part on the burial ceremony without permission of the
security forces. For instance, when they killed Kenesa Itefa in . . . Maru kebele, his brothers
and sisters from far and near did not appear since they afraid not to be attacked by the
military forces.’ ‘Especially, the Oromia Special Forces does not care about the cultures of
the community.’
At the conclusion of the report, the human rights defenders reported deaths in other localities,
with little detail.
Five youths killed in Genji town (undated)
Two youths at Lalisa Birbir, Aira district
Four youths at Wallo Yesus, Gimbi district
Two youths at Bondawo, Aira district, on 14/12/2021
A youth at Inango Town, Lalo Asabi district
Four youths at Nekemte Town, 18/12/2021 (see above).
On 25 January, the names of three more individuals killed in the previous week in Guliso
district were sent to OSG via the group’s contact in Maryland.
Killed approximately 15-20 January 2022:
Getachew Oljira, Maru kebele
Evangelist Tekle (father’s name not given), Maru kebele
Bijiga Deressa, Wato kebele

Rape
Oromia Special Forces attempted to rape two girls, aged 14 and 20, in Chalia town, Guliso,
on 9 December, but were fought off. A Grade 12 student in Keta Abakorma, Aira district,
aged 18, was raped by OSF soldiers on 2 December. The victims are named in the report.

Detention
The following were detained on suspicion of supporting OLA or Qeerroo:
Gragni Tesfaye, 35, Guliso town, 18/9/2021, merchant
Milki Melaku, 25, Guliso, Chalia town, 5/10/2021
Gurmu Adam , 23, Guliso, Chalia town, 5/10/2021
Tekilu Olkeba, 35, Guliso, Chalia town, 5/10/2021
Mrs Marge Woyesa, 50, Guliso, Chalia town, her son is Qeerroo member
Mrs Elsabeth Kitesa, 40, Guliso, Chalia town, widowed, 6/10/2021
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Adisu Wadajo, 45, Guliso, Chalia town, 6/10/2021, former government military
Yadeta Jaleta, 30, Guliso town, Health Worker, 8/10/21, his second detention
Brihanu Tafase, 40, Guliso town, 8/10/2021, merchant,
Ayana Garanfas, 40, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/10/2021, his third arrest
Getacho Gimtal, 35, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/10/21, his third arrest
Fikiru Workina, 45, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/10/2021, caught from a farm field
Faina Ayele, 35, Guliso town, 15/10/2021, merchant
Tesgera Terfa, 55, Guliso, Wora Dalle, 23/10/2021, caught from the market
Tekilu Olkeba, 35, Guliso, Chalia town, 30/10/2021, his third arrest
Ayana Duresa, 50, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021, his third arrest
Yohanis Tamane, 20, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Mitiku Bulti, 19, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Amena Bekele , 18, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Israel Tamiru, 20, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Gajo Gebeyo, 19, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Ms Raje Qanaa, 18, Guliso, Chalia town, 13/11/2021
Hanbisa Yadeta, 35, Guliso, Chalia town, farmer, 13/11/2021
Keneni Rago, 45, Aira, Lalo Suchi, government employee, 15/11/2021,
Shumeta Gimbi, 60, Guliso, Tegie, 23/11/2021
Amenti Kasaye, 18, Guliso, Tegie, 23/11/2021
Merga Terefa, 40, Guliso, Chalia town, 23/11/2021
Hundesa Ambecha, 60, Aira, Homi Suchi, 29/11/2021
Atinabon Debela, 16, Guliso, Chalia town, 11/12/2021, student
Kenasa Terefa, 40, Guliso, Wora Dalle, 11/12/2021, caught from the market
Bikila Nabiyu, 28, Boji Chokorsa, Wora Illu, 13/12/3021, caught from the market
Yadesa Sirna, 22, Genji, B/Humbawo, December 2021
Admasu Abate, 50, Guliso, Chalia town, 15/12/2021
Alamayo Barkes, 48, Guliso, Maru, 15/12/2021
Gemechis Workina, 40, Guliso, Nawir Galawo,18/12/2021, caught from the market
Fedasa Ijigu, 15, Guliso, Chalia town, 24/12/2021
Dawit Abate, 20, Guliso, Wora Dalle , 26/12/2021
Solomon Shifera, 18, Guliso, Wora Dalle, 26/12/2021
Fakada Yonas, 40, Guliso, Kusaye, 26/12/2021, government employee
Abdi Gemechu, 17, Guliso, Chalia town,
26/12/2021
Mrs Askale Jabesa, 40, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021, house wife
Tariku Tolesa , 20, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021
Ms Sena Shumeta, 18, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021
Abiyot Elias, 40, Guliso, Kusaye, 28/12/2021, government employee
Degefu Asefa, 30, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021
Tamirat Tibebu, 18, Guliso, Wayu Manie, 27/12/2021
Alamayo Farada, 35, Guliso, Wayu Manie, ‘for more than two years’
Ms Sena Keneni, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021, student
Lemi Alemu, 17, Guliso, Chalia town, 27/12/2021, student
Dereje Nemera, 18, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 3/1/2022
Tamane Nemera, 20, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 3/1/2022
Driba Gadisa, 19, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 3/1/2022
Rev.Abriham Lamesa, 40, Guliso, Wora Dalle, 18/1/2022
Temesgen Bekalu, 35, Guliso , Wora Dalle, 18/1/2022
Geda Driba, 18, Guliso, Nawir Galawo, 17/1/2022
Keno Gashu, 17, Guliso, Nawir Galawo, 17/1/2022
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Joftore Adisu, 18, Guliso, Nawir Galawo, 17/1/2022
Eba Irana, 30, Guliso, Sanki Dano,22/1/2022
Abriham Irati, 35, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 22/1/2022
Alamu Samuel , 30, Guliso, Sanki Dano, 22/1/2022
Idosa Bedas, 20, Guliso, Nawir Galawo, January (presumed)
The authors wrote ‘Also we see that the judiciaries are not independent. For example, when a
court releases someone the Police re arrest and keep as long as they want at any place
they want be it appropriate or not.’

Bodily harm
Significant injuries were caused during beatings with batons or
truncheons (‘sticks’) or by gunfire. Beatings were particularly
reported from Chalia town, with one dozen injured between
October and December.
The young woman shown right
received a bullet injury and 65 year-old
Tesfa Gilo (left), from Homi Suchi, Aira,
shows his hand after two fingers were shot
off with three bullets in August 2021.
18 year-old Lencho Birhanu (right) from
Chalia town is deaf in his right ear
following beating on 13 January.

‘they say that it is the instruction from the government that they are
authorized to do whatever they want be it legal or illegal including murders’

Properties burnt, robbed, destroyed, confiscated
At least eight homes were burnt down, including five in Wayu Koli, Aira, on 13 August. The
home of Kenasa Itefa, farmer and father of Qeerroo members, in Maru village, Guliso, was
burnt down previously. It was burnt down for the second time on 23 December, when he was
shot dead (see above). His wife was forced to flee the area.
Commodities were stolen or taken with only token payments from shops in Maru village in
August and Kusaye village in December. Items such as cigarettes, soap and biscuits have
been taken. Oromia Special Forces robbed ‘Amanuel’ of 6000 Birr in Sanki Dano, also in
Guliso district, when he was on the way to market.
Numerous animals were reported stolen in the group’s first report (OSG Report 56, p.9-17).
OSF soldiers behave with impunity and flaunt this. They commandeer private cars and other
vehicles, including ambulances. The defenders wrote ‘When the peoples ask them why they
do like this they say that it is the instruction from the government that they are authorized to
do whatever they want be it legal or illegal including murders.’

Local economy and services
The local economy has collapsed along with its infrastructure. Bus services no longer run to
rural areas. Ambulances are used exclusively by security forces. Public vehicles are subject to
curfew.
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In addition to properties burnt down and deserted, and farms and coffee plantations left to
ruin, small businesses have been closed. In October and November alone, eight small
businesses were shut down in just two kebeles in Guliso district. Wora Dalle and Sanki Dano
lost three shops, two tea-houses, two tej houses and one small clinic - closed because its
owner was suspected of supporting OLA.
Government forces are preventing the rebuilding of homes. Access to health care is no longer
possible for pregnant women. Internet has not been available to six months. Mobile phone
service is intermittent at best. Even solar powered charging devices are confiscated by
security forces, because they may be used by OLA.
‘Even they say that they did not do much as the government is expecting from them. So
where is supremacy of a law?’

BENISHANGUL-GUMUZ REGION
The 2021 Annual Report of the Oromo Human Rights and Relief Organisation, OMRHO,
based in Germany, described a pattern of ethnic cleansing in Metekel zone of BenishangulGumuz Region. This resource-rich area is also the site of the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam on the Blue Nile and thus a prize possession for income and regional development.
Amhara Region officials claim that Metekel zone is Amhara territory. Since 2018, Amhara
Region Militia and Fano groups have been systematically clearing Gumuz and Oromo
villagers from the zone (see, for example, OSG Report 58, pp.23-24).

Killings
In June 2021, young boy Mulata Mossisa (left) was killed in the
Selam Hotel, Changini town, by Amhara Region Militia.
Darartu Olana (right), a resident of
Chancho, Galessa, was killed by Amhara
Region Militia in June 2021 when she was
coming home from market.
Gudare Meshesha Injifata (left) and her
two year-old daughter were killed by
Amhara Region Militia in Chancho kebele,
Gishgara village, near Galessa town in
Metekel zone in September 2021 ‘because
of being Oromo’.
The two young boys whose bodies were
shown on p.23 of OSG Report 58,
alongside reports of clearance of all
Gumuz villages along the Zigeh
(Zigihi) to Dabate road, were residents
from Zigihi who were killed in
September, according to the OMRHO
report.
Two more bodies are shown (above right) of victims of extra-judicial killing by Amhara
Region Militia in Dabate, September 2021.
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Amhara Region Militia ‘killed with gun, knife and machete’ five members of two families
in Jajaba Gisa village, also near Galessa town, in September 2021. Some of their bodies are
shown below.

Brothers Fiqadu Bayou and Jira Bayou, and Jira’s son, Belay Jira, were buried together
with Lemessa Shiferaw and his daughter Azale Lemessa.
Temesgen Bayou (right), a third
brother of Fiqadu and Jira, together
with Chalachew Tilahun, an
ethnic Agaw person, also of Jajaba
Gisa village, were killed by
Amhara Region Forces in October
2021. They were buried together in
Galessa town ‘as a remembrance of
history’.
Eleven civilians, two Gumuz people and nine Tigrayan, were killed in Aysid, Metekel zone,
on 3 March 2022 in retaliation for an attack on a military convoy taking workers to the Grand
Ethiopian Renaissance Dam nearby the previous day. One of the Tigrayan victims was
added to the burning pile of bodies while he was still alive (see Introduction, p.1).

Burning of properties
Attacks by Federal and Amhara Regional forces, including Fano brigades, continue to leave
Gumz and Oromo villages as burnt out remains, like villages around Galessa town, shown
below. These two photographs were taken in October 2021.
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SOUTHERN OROMIA
Due to closure of internet and telecommunications channels in Oromia Region, very little
information is arriving from many areas of Oromia. OSG has received particularly little
information from the south of the region. OLA is active and is in control of many rural areas,
but civilians are punished because of their presence.

Attacks and burning
OLLAA 17 January added to an OMN report one week before of an attack on civilians in E
Guji zone, in response to Oromo Liberation Army activity nearby. After a clash with OLA,
government Oromia Special Forces went from house-to-house looking for suspected OLA
supporters around Gabaya Loon, an area of Negele Borana town.
A 28 year-old teacher, Darmi Dubba Libaa, was shot in the face after her home was
searched. OLLAA relayed reports of others injured and killed. One of the homes burnt down
during the attack on Gabaya Loon is shown below.
FNN News 26 February
reported that an unstated
number of 12th grade
students in the area around
Bule Hora town in W Guji
zone were killed by progovernment forces.
Images of their bodies
being burnt had been sent
to FNN but were too
disturbing to show. Local
informants told FNN that
the burning of bodies was
becoming an established
pattern of behaviour.

PRESS

Ermias Tasfaye, journalist and editor at
Ethiopia Insight has been detained in an
unknown location since 3 November 2021.

Addis Standard, 7 March 2022, included a plea for press freedom Ethiopian journalists stand
in solidarity with press freedom, denounce increasing crackdown:
‘Over forty of our colleagues were arrested in 2021. In this open letter, we call on the
government to respect media rights.
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We the undersigned Ethiopian journalists and media professionals . . . wholeheartedly
condemn all persecution of fellow journalists and media personnel in Ethiopia, targeted
simply for doing their jobs.
We stand today in solidarity with our colleagues across the country.
For decades, Ethiopia had carved a reputation for itself as one of the world’s top jailers of
journalists . . . . Ethiopia’s infamous anti-terror proclamation, passed into law in 2009, paved
the way for journalists to be charged with treason, terrorism, and be sentenced to life in
prison. This led to scores of Ethiopian journalists being arrested or forced into exile and
served as a pretext to shut down broadcast and print outlets which didn’t cater to progovernment narratives. At no time in its modern history had an Ethiopian independent press
been allowed to thrive.
The political facelift which Ethiopia underwent in 2018 instilled much collective optimism.
Journalists were released from prison . . .
However, the country has since backpedaled considerably on its pledges to honor press
freedoms. Detentions of journalists have once again become the norm. News outlets have
been forced to shut down and the local independent press has been all but scuppered. Over
the course of 2021, two journalists, Dawit Kebede and Sisay Fida, were killed and over forty
journalists and media staffers were detained, resulting in Ethiopia rejoining the ranks of
Africa’s top jailers of journalists. . . .
With the distressing news that three media workers – Amir Aman Kiyaro, Tamerat Negera,
and Thomas Engida – are set to be put on trial emerging, and with the dearth of voices in
Ethiopian society speaking in defense of the country’s journalists, we the undersigned
Ethiopian journalists have come together in unison and declare that:
We recognize the suffering and uncertainty endured by fellow journalists, media staffers,
and their families in Ethiopia during this critical time. We also honor their strength and
resilience unreservedly.
While welcoming the releases of a number of journalists from custody in recent weeks, we
reiterate our call for the immediate releases of all remaining imprisoned journalists and media
staffers detained across Ethiopia.
...
Sincerely, the following media staffers* (listed in alphabetical order):
Abdulrazaq Sheikh Hasan
Eyasped Tesfaye
Sadik Kedir
Akemel Negash
Getachew Assefa (Phd)
Shimelis Meressa
Argaw Ashine
Kalkidan Ejigu
Tsedale Lemma
Dawit Endeshaw
Maya Misikir
Zecharias Zelalem
Dejene Gutema
Moonira Abdulmenan
Eshete Bekele
Reeyot Alemu
*Around a dozen more journalists wished to sign the letter but were not given permission by
their employers.
Addis Standard 10 February quoted an OLF press release about three journalists detained
with 27 OLF members in Sebeta Police Station. Dechassa Wirtu, Bikila Amenu, and Dessu
Dula, journalists who work for the TV channel affiliated with the party, Oromo News
Network (ONN) had been denied food for the two days before the press release, according to
spokesman Lammi Gamachu. The commander in charge of the prison, Sgt. Dejene Kebede,
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had ‘trashed’ food that had been brought for the prisoners. by their families, Lammi told
Addis Standard.
African Arguments listed Ethiopian journalists who were arrested in 2021, providing
references for each of their arrests.
Journalists and media staffers arrested across Ethiopia in 2021
Abebe Bayu - Ethio Forum - July 2
Addisu Muluneh - Fana Broadcasting Corporate - November 28
Alula Akalu - Financial Times - February 28
Amir Aman Kiyaro - Associated Press - November 28
Bekalu Alamrew - Awlo Media - June 30
Bikila Amenu - Oromia News Network - November 18
Dessu Dulla - Oromia News Network - November 18
Eyasped Tesfaye - Ubuntu TV - December 7
Ermias Tasfaye - Ethiopia Insight - November 3
Fana Negash - Awlo Media - June 30
Fanuel Kinfu - Awlo Media - June 30
Fikirte Yenus - Awlo Media - June 30
Fitsum Berhane - Agence France Presse - February 28
Girmay Gebru - BBC - February 28
Hirsi Mohammed - Nabad TV - November 10
Ibrahim Hussein - Nabad TV - November 10
Kibrom Worku - Ahadu Radio and TV - October 26
Luwam Atakilti - Ahadu Radio and TV - October 22
Meaza Mohammed - Roha Media - December 11
Mehret Gebrekristos - Awlo Media - June 30
Melkam Fre Yimam - Awlo Media - June 30
Mekonnen Yibrah - Ethiopian Broadcasting Corporation - November 4
Mohamed Qassim - Nabad TV - November 10
Musse Hadra - Awlo Media - June 30
Nebeyu Mikael - Awlo Media - June 30
Salman Mukhtar - Nabad TV - November 10
Sefu Gurmu - Oromia Broadcasting Corporation - December 19
Shu’aib Ali - Nabad TV - November 10
Tamerat Negera - Terara Network - December 10
Tamrat Yemane - Aiga Forum - February 28
Teklehaimanot Girmai - Ethiopian Broadcasting Corporation - November 4
Tesfa-Alem Tekle - The East African - October 31
Tesfalem Waldyes - Ethiopia Insider - October 2
Tewolde Tadesse - Awlo Media - June 30
Thomas Engida - Associated Press - November 28
Wintana Berhe - Awlo Media - June 30
Yayesew Shimelis - Ethio Forum - July 2
N.B. While 12 media workers from both Awlo Media and Ethio Forum are named here, the
total number of staffers from the two outlets arrested between June 30 and July 2 is 21, as per
the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission, meaning that nine unlisted additional journalists
and media employees were also arrested.
Total: 46 journalists and media staffers known to have been detained across Ethiopia in
2021.
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REFUGEES
Saudi Arabia: Dramatic improvement in conditions of detention; fear of
conscription
Following media exposure of the inhumane conditions of detention of migrants in Saudi
Arabia, including in Addis Standard on 22 January, BBC Afaan Oromoo, 17 February and
BBC World Service in Arabic, 2 March, the latter two by OSG’s regional correspondent,
Arafat Jibril, conditions were reported to have dramatically improved by 12 March, with the
100-120,000 detainees being given food and clothing.
Some of the former detainees are in hiding in Saudi Arabia, fearful of being recognised as
whistle-blowers who released damning video clips over social media from hidden mobile
phones.
None have yet returned to Ethiopia but it is planned that all the former detainees will be
returned by air on five flights per week. Seven ‘training camps’ are to be used to house the
migrants on return.
There are fears that the young men who were forced to seek employment abroad and risk the
perils of Yemen and Saudi Arabia will return only to more severe economic hardship at home
and will have little alternative to being conscripted into the Ethiopian Defence Forces.
The improvements came too late for detained Oromo migrant, Anwar, known to have
hypertension but unable to access medication while in Al Shumaisi detention centre in
Riyadh. He became ill, was admitted to hospital on 25 December and died on 27 December.
Conditions were said on 2 January to have not improved since those described in Report 58
(pp.31-34). Detainees were still being forced to dress using plastic bin liners as makeshift
short pants and to live on one piece of bread for two people, according to reports on 9
January. Local representatives said they were crying out to be heard, to have a voice.
A delegation from the Ethiopian government visited Saudi Arabia on or around 27 January.
Hamza Borana, one of the OFC leaders released from detention on 7 January, raised the
profile of the detainees by wearing a plastic bin liner in solidarity with them after his release.
Video clips of blistering lesions covering the hands and feet of some detainees in Riyadh
were sent to OSG on 30 January - an indication of lack of sanitary conditions, food and
hygiene.

Yemen
Refugees stranded around Aden were reported on 12 December to have been told to move on
by the authorities. They demonstrated in protest. One woman and five men were arrested and
detained overnight prior to the report. UNHCR was said to have offered to move the refugees
but no destination had been mentioned.
The refugees around Aden told OSG’s reporter ‘Different organisations come to see us noone helps.’
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On 19 December, OSG was informed that two survivors of the migrant massacre on 7 March
2021 were being helped by OLLAA.12 One has been blinded in one eye and the other has an
amputated forearm, needing further surgery.
On 9 January, there were said to be around 300 Oromo stranded in the desert, near the shore
around Aden. They reported being visited by UNHCR and being advised to obtain
registration as asylum-seekers from the Yemen government (which controls Aden), before
being able to apply for refugee status with UNHCR.
27 of the group near Aden were arrested and detained overnight in the previous week. OSG
was told that an allowance of $50/month was being paid by UNHCR to some but this had
ceased three months previously. The migrants existed by begging in towns.
On 30 January, OSG was told that migrants had demonstrated in front of Red Cross buildings
in Aden and Sana’a, asking for their families to be reunited after being split up when many
were moved to Aden in 2021.
Unaccompanied children in Sana’a were then helped by UNHCR to join parents in Aden.
However, mothers and children in Sana’a were told to remain and wait for their husbands to
join them from Aden. It is no longer possible to demonstrate in front of UNHCR in Sana’a.
By 12 March, about 110 of the 300 stranded outside of Aden had moved into Aden itself. The
remaining 190 or so remained in the surrounding desert.
Fear and insecurity still haunt Oromo in Sana’a. Long term residents are able to afford
payments to keep them from recruitment but the threat of detention is less now.
The hangar in which over 450 died on 7 March 2021 (OSG Report 55, pp.24-25, Report 56,
p.25) is again empty. There were no detained migrants in Sana’a by 12 March 2022, but
many were said to have been sent to towns between Sana’a and Aden - Taiz and Dale. They
were not detained, but dispersed there.
On 21 January, Saudi Arabian airforces bombed a detention facility in Saada, on the Yemen
side of its border. Over 80 were reported killed and more than 265 wounded according to
Associated Press. They were migrants, mostly Oromo, attempting to enter Saudi Arabia.
Thousands attempt this every year, travelling at great risk and expense from Somalia,
Somaliland or Djibouti. Many die at every stage of the journey; on the Red Sea, off both
coasts, in the deserts of either country, or as collateral damage in the war between Houthi
rebels and Saudi-backed Yemen government forces.
The migrants captured around the border are not returned to Sana’a but to Aden. Only three
or four out of every twenty enter Saudi Arabia - where most will be detained.
Attacks continued into March and migrants were still being held in detention in Sadaa at the
time of going to press.
Despite these risks, about 200 arrive in Yemen every week, intending to go to Saudi Arabia.
The ones who want to go on the Haj to Mecca go by air not via Yemen. Fresh arrivals in
Yemen are still liable to detention near the border or likely to be killed in the crossfire, as in
Saada, where hundreds have died.

12

Oromo Legacy, Leadership and Advocacy Association.
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Brides to the war front
In a cynical ploy to swell their ranks with cannon fodder, Houthi militia members are
grooming and seducing young Oromo girls with claims of unity with Oromo and the need to
learn how to fight. In this way 84 young brides were sent to the front line in December,
according to OSG’s regional correspondent on 19th. They were told that once the war with
Saudi Arabia was over, Houthi rebels would help liberate Oromia.
The young recruits are pushed from behind to their positions on the front line, from where
few are said to return.

Hargeisa, Somaliland
‘Ibsa’, a barbershop owner, was stabbed with serious intent on 3 December 2021 when he
intervened to defend another Oromo refugee from a mob attack. He escaped with arm and leg
injuries.
The rate of forced repatriation to Ethiopia (OSG Report 58, pp.36-38) had slowed by March
but hostility continues and it remains illegal for asylum-seekers and refugees to work, except
for those in the most unlikely position of owning Ethiopian passports and being able to obtain
visas.
Friends of Ahmed Abdulla Ali (right) uploaded a video to YouTube
on 3 March from Hargeisa. The video, also on Facebook, describes
how the innocent father of six, in his sixties, awaits judgement in
Hargeisa. Ahmed Abdulla Ali was accused of killing a little girl in
the village of Wadhan, west of Burao city in Somalland in early
2016.
He is from Dire Dawa in East Harage
but moved to Habro district in West Hararge before fleeing,
intending to go to Saudi Arabia. Ahmed was travelling through
Somaliland when he was attacked and robbed of all he had by
thieves at Wadhan village. He tried to defend himself by
throwing stones. A little girl in the village, who later died, was
said to have been struck by a stone but Ahmed denies seeing her
at the scene.
In March, it was reported that he had been sentenced to death in
Hargeisa. Local media, including Ogaal newspaper (left - the
middle article) on 12 January, claimed Ahmed had deliberately
killed the little girl and had drank her blood ‘like a vampire’.
His friends and relatives are calling for help from the international community.

Djibouti
A correspondent among the refugees in Djibouti reported that 26 were repatriated for
conscription into Ethiopian security forces in mid-December.
On 2 January, OSG’s regional correspondent reported that many hundreds were being
deported from Djibouti. On 31 December alone, over 300 non-registered asylum-seekers
and about ten with mandated refugee status were sent back to Ethiopia.
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Oromo were rounded up and dropped at the border, where they were taken for conscription
into the Ethiopia army if they are young and relatively fit, according to the report.
ONARS, the rarely functioning government body which is meant to register asylum-seekers,
was rumoured to be relocating 30 km from the city, in the Hermoos area.
Tigrayan and Amhara refugees have been resettled from Djibouti city and 50 Isa Somalis
have been resettled from Ali Addeh camp. OSG was told later (30 January) that 150 had been
resettled to Belgium and North America, but only three Oromo families from Ali Addeh
camp. Oromo in Ali Addeh complain that food rationing is discriminatory. An individual
ration of 2kg of rice per month is expected to be shared by whole families if they are Oromo.
Ahmed Nour, who has been denied refugee status despite being subject to refoulement,
imprisonment and torture in Ethiopia in 2013 and being sought again by Djibouti security
agents for deportation in 2020 (OSG Report 58, p.39), was encouraged to approach UNHCR
in Djibouti by OSG. When he attempted to do so in early January, he was warned to stay
away from the UNHCR office by Djibouti security officers or face arrest. ‘You have no right
to be in Djibouti’ he was told.
It was reported in Report 58 that 20 families of refugees and asylum-seekers in Ali Addeh
camp were refusing attempts to lure them back to Ethiopia.
Refugee representatives wrote from Ali Addeh on 17 February with a spreadsheet of 184 out
of an estimated 200 Oromo families in the camp (Appendix 1, below). The list includes
families returned from Yemen in 2019, heads of families deported from Hargeisa in 2011
(still separated from wives and children), numerous families of asylum-seekers present for
over a decade and mandated refugees waiting in vain for resettlement. Only 40 are registered
refugees, despite years and decades in the country. Several need medical or surgical attention.
They wrote ‘Being as a refugee and Asylum Seekers who have been lost attention,
recognition as well as lasting solutions, we would like to recommend for the following . .’
The refugees and asylum-seekers called for:
A functioning process for awarding refugee status in Djibouti,
A functioning process for resettlement and/or integration into the Djibouti community and
Attention to the vulnerable and those in need of medical attention.
Living in Ali Addeh is barely living (see OSG Report 48). One of the families listed in
February, became a refugee in 1991.

Egypt
It was reported on 9 January that beatings of refugees in Cairo had continued. Photographs of
a swollen eye from beating and a hand badly gashed with a knife were sent on 24 January.
Hostility to Oromo and any people from Ethiopia has developed in response to the perceived
threat to the Nile waters, on which Egypt is utterly dependent, by the building of the Grand
Ethiopian Renaissance Dam in Benishangul-Gumuz Region, on the course of the Blue Nile.

Sudan
Urban refugees in and around Khartoum reported via OSG’s regional correspondent on 12
March that many, ‘probably hundreds’, had been detained during the preceding month under
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threat of deportation back to Ethiopia. Sudanese security forces were demanding 200,000
Sudanese Pounds ($440) for their release.
There remain 20-30 Oromo families who have been living in a refugee camp at Gedaref for
over 30 years.

Libya
The UN agency, The New Humanitarian 28 January reported ‘A leaked European Union
military report suggests the bloc is doubling down on its backing of the Libyan Coast Guard
despite mounting concerns about the Coast Guard’s excessive use of force and failure to
follow human rights training in its treatment of asylum seekers and migrants.’
More asylum seekers and refugees were intercepted last year. ‘Since 2016, the EU has
trained, equipped, and provided operational support to the Libyan Coast Guard, helping
perpetuate a cycle of detention and abuse in Libya while thousands drown at sea.
A coalition of European NGOs recently asked the International Criminal Court to investigate
possible war crimes against asylum seekers and migrants in Libya and decide whether
officials in Italy and Malta – the EU countries most directly involved in providing support to
Libya – could be culpable in those violations.’

Appendix 1.
Heads of families - refugees and asylum-seekers in Ali Addeh Camp, Djibouti
Representatives of Oromo refugees and asylum-seekers listed 184 out of an estimated 200
Oromo families in Ali Addeh camp. The columns, left to right, refer to name, document
number, gender, family size and status. The list was received as a spreadsheet on 17 February
2022. The first two are long term refugees who narrowly avoided refoulement from
Somaliland back to Ethiopia in 2011 but were allowed entry into Djibouti (See OSG Report
48). The third, Kemal Adurahiman Roba, came to Ali Addeh from Yemen in 2019.
Mohamed Aliyi Haji
Shito Aliyi Mohamud
Kemal Abdurahiman Roba
Wogene Tesfaye Walga13
Zeitouna Yacin Omar
Iskander Mohamed Abdo
Mahad Omar Osman
Zeneba Mohamed Nur
Ilhan Abubaker Mouhoumed
Fatouma Said Idiro
Abdulahi Mohamed Hassan
Alemaze Taye Hurisa
Oumalkair Abdirahiman Kadir
Mohamed Hassan Ali
Faiza Nurye Yousouf
Kokab Ahmed Mouhoumed
Abdi Mohamed Ibro
Seyfoudine Mohamed Ahmed14
13

654_12H00219
654_12H00227
164_19H00179
654_17H00005
654_12H00221
479_09C00335
654_09H00484
654_07H00549
654_16H00123
479_07H00140
654_06H00110
654_09H00658
654_14H00569
654_16H00205
654_12H01031
730_16H00496
730_16H00328
654_16H00211

Disabled with fractured neck of femur, surgically untreated.
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M
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M

1
4
1
1
4
5
8
2
7
7
1
5
4
1
5
4
6
4

Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
A/seeker

Choukri Calla Hundeh
Almaz Yifa Fole
Zamzam Nur Ali
Misra Abdalla Egu
Halimo Moumeh Galmo
Roda Farah Said
Zeinaba Mohamed Abdi
Ayisha Duri Ali
Kimia Aboubaker Aden
Hawa Adem Boru
Nouria Siraj Gouled
Noujouma Mohamed Youssouf
Daoud Bachir Moussa 15
Kadir Dab Negawo
Jafar Hussein Mohamed
Kadir Hassan Mohamed
Kibrom Guluma Moges
Ibsa Jamal Ahmed
Fatouma Jamal Omar
Keriya Omar Adem
Abdi Omar Abdulahi
Mohamed Osman Hassan
Fatouma Usman Ahamed
Ismaei Hassan Abdi
Fatia Ame Ili
Youssouf Mohamed Youssuf 16
Idris Houssein Mahdi
Bilan Yasin Isman
Mohamoud Abdulahi Hussein
Idris Mohamed Ali
Ameh Hassaneh Sonou
Arabo Omar Ibrahim
Beyan Abdumalik Haji
Moustapha Mohamed Bakar
Abdnasir Mohamed Abdulahi
Jamal Shamsadin Abubaker
Hamdia Rashid Mume
Aicha Ibrahim Omar
Marifa youssouf Abdulahi
Nasima Aliyi Abdo
Sirad Ali Warfan
Maftouha Abdulahi Aden
Nabiha Mohamed Moussa
Maria Abdurahiman Mohamed
Tasah Ahemed Mohamed
Gamachou Ademassou Agaa
Shamshi Mohamed Saleh

730_16H00794
654_06H00027
654_06H00210
730_16H00395
654_17H00717
654_07H00464
730_16H00374
730_16H00535
654_06H00102
654_14H00604
654_07H00835
654_11H00003
654_19H00114
730_16H00490
479_21_00341
730_16H00375
730_16H00544
654_16H00072
479_20_00041
730_16H01077
730_16H00441
730_16H001271
730_16H00421
654_17H00769
654_16H00104
654_H00188
730_16H01386
730_16H00783
654_14H01083
730_16H01217
730_16H01172
730_16H00432
730_16H00452
654_16H00081
654_19H00121
730_16H01225
730_16H00358
654_06H00186
654_16H00124
654_17H00905
730_16H00985
730_16H00398
654_17H00898
730_16H00339
730_16H00778
654_14H00902
654_17H00834

14

In need of surgery for cancer of jaw and lip.
Elder, a refugee since 1991
16
Granted resettlement to USA in 2016 but no response since.
15
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F

4
1
3
5
2
7
9
3
2
1
5
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
1
5
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
7
7
7
9
7
6
7
1
8

Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker

Robo Omar Ali
Nuria Idris Bilal
Badri Abdulahi Ahmed
Safia Mohamed Omar
Saada Ibrahim Ahmed
Hindia Muktar Ibro
Aliya youssouf Daher
Safia Ahemed Mohamed
Saada Hassan Oday
Zahara Ahemed Said
Magarssa Omar Abrahim
Nuria Mohamed Abdo
Jibril Nour Aden
Fatouma Daher Qhawdhane
Moustakin Hassan Moumin
Dahabo Youssuf Mohamed
Achrafa Ibrahim Mohamed
Shamshe Ali Dawit
Ayni Mohamed Haji
Magartu Mohamed Aliyi
Kadra Hassan Moumeh
Djana Abdulahi Moumeh
Munira Aliyi Mohamed
zahara Aden Boreb
Saada Mohamed
Ali Mohamed Ibrahim
Ababa Ferha Said
Safia Abdulahi Mouhamoud
Fathia Moumin Abdulahi
Saada Mohamed Samado
Badriya Idris Youssouf
Hindia Youssuf Ibrahim
Bicharo Mohamed Kamil
Mohamednur Jibril Waday17
Kimiya Youssuf Ahmed
Asha youssuf Sadik
Maftouha abdi Sabour
Kadir Ibro Mohamed
Halima Abdi Mohamed
Nasra Mohamed Aden
Hindia Abdi Mohamed
Fathia Ibrahim Omar
Halimo Abdulahi Osman
Rihana Ido Wario
saada Musa Aliye
Fatouma Osman Said
Samira Aden Mohammoud
Iftou Mohamed Omar
17

730_16H01489
730_16H00348
730_16H00574
654_16H00107
654_17H00840
654_17H00715
654_16H00352
654_17H00931
730_16H01478
730_16H00825
654_17H00674
730_16H00366
654_16H531
730_16H01183
730_16H00989
730_16H00389
730_16H00827
654_17H00859
730_16H01081
730_16H01083
730_16H00848
654_16H00085
654_16H00125
730_18H0000
654_06H0262
654_06H00176
654_17H00746
730_16H0197
730_16H00836
654_16H00117
730_16H00368
730_16H00829
730_16H00562
654_16H00027
730_16H00433
730_16H00823
654_16H00118
654_16HH00165
730_16H01083
730_16H1040
730_16H00143
654_17H00889
654_16H00099
730_16H00814
730_16H01179
730_16H00371
730_16H01029
654_17H00135

Elder and medical person
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F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

8
10
8
8
8
6
10
10
6
5
6
5
7
3
6
4
3
3
2
2
4
4
5
2
5
4
1
5
4
5
5
3
4
3
3
3
5
4
3
5
6
3
2
4
4
5
3
4

A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker

Habon Ibrahim Omar
Choukri Taha Mohamed
Mohamed Daher Kulu
Faiza Soufiane Mame
Iftou Hassan Khalid
Ahamed Abdi Nouh
Hawa Okieh Abdi
Malko Abdi Farah
Fathia Ahmed Daher
Alia Ibrahim Mouhoumed
Aliya Mohamed Abrahim
Neima Mohamed Ismael
Mohamed Housein Adam
Komoro Omar Mouhoumed
Samia Mohamed Aden18
Roda Mohamed Ibrahim
Zeinaba Houssein Said
Kimiya Aliyi Waday
Hindia Ali Abdurahiman
Lela Abrahim Adam
Zeitouna Nuradin Abib
Saada Hassan Omar
Halima Mohamed Jabir
Samira Kadir Mohamed
Zahara Houssein Youssouf
Haydara Mohamed Ahmednur
Chamsi Moume
zahara Hassan Said
Zaytuna Mohamed Rashid
Ahmanour Mohamed Omar
Dahabo Omar Mussa
Hindia Ali Abdurahiman
Misra Ibrahim Abdulahi
Najat Mohamed
Hindia Hasan Ahmed
Nuriya Taha
Halimo Abdi Mohamed
Youya Amun Aden
Fathia Hassan Abdi
Fatouma Omar Mussa
Madina Ibrahim Abdulahi
Zeinaba Aliyi Abdo
Samira Ibrahim Bakar
Abdi Ali Hassan
Ifran Fouad Abdulahi
Zuber Abdurahiman Ali
Abdulmalik Aman Mohamed
Ahmed Said Yasin
18

654_18H00521
730_16H01200
654_16H00142
654_16H00109
730_16H00405
730_16H01339
654_07H00496
654_12H00973
730_16H00426
654_14H00589
730_16H00329
730_16H00974
730_1600122
654_16H00030
654_17H00127
730_16H00896
730_16H01500
730_16H00364
730_16H00581
654_16H00032
654_17H00042
654_17H00833
654_16H00131
479_09H00031
730_1600370
730_16H01277
730_16H00451
654_17H00655
654_14H00593
479_11C00312
730_16H00347
730_16H00561
730_16H01142
654_16H00036
654_17H00877
730_16H00461
654_12H00440
730_16H01206
730_16H01379
730_16H00898
730_16H00355
654_16H00122
654_17H00714
654_19H00057
730_16H00763
730_16H00362
654_06H00206
730_16H00792

Caring for two sons with mental disorders
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F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M

3
5
10
5
5
4
3
5
1
8
9
1
2
8
10
4
5
9
2
4
6
6
7
11
1
4
3
9
1
3
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
3
4
6
5
1
1
1
1

A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker

Mirso Aden Ali
Anissa Youssouf Asso
Zahratou Abdusalam
Filsan Ahmed
Oubah Hussein Igueh
Nouria Taha
Malyon Ahmed Bouuce
Hindia Ismael Ibrol
Dake Abdulahi Aden
Ahmed Sisay Mohamed
Fatouma Jibril Ahmed
Sakina Abdulahi Ahmed
Aicha Abdi Hachi
Mako Aden Miao
Saada Abdirahiman Aden
Ali Mohamed Abdillahi
Zahara Adam Abdulahi
Assia Mohamed Yussuf
Nuria Abdulahi Ousso
Ashrafa Moussa Saido19
Amina Ali Hassan
Mahdi Youssouf Abdurachid
Ahmeddin Mohamed Omar

730_16H01030
730_16H00800
654_16H00129
730_16H00346
730_16H00390
730_16H00461
730_16H00577
730_16H01340
654_16H00112
730_16 H01164
654_12H00226
654_16H00164
730_16H00595
654_H00350
654_07H00486
654_17H00910
730_16H00918
730_16H01064
730_16H00811
730_16H01004
730_16H00942
479_21_00342
730_16H00556

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M

3
3
3
3
8
1
10
7
2
1
2
1
5
3
2
3
8
2
4
5
10
1
1

A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
Refugee
Refugee
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker
A/seeker

Appendix 2.
Names and Gadaa offices of victims of Karrayyu Massacre 1 December
(in afaan Oromo Qubee script, see pp.15-18, above).
Executed 1 December:
Kadirroo Hawaas Boruu - Abbaa Bokkuu
Boruu Goodana Boruu - Tuuta Abbaa Bokkuu
Jiloo Dhaddoo Jiloo - Tuuta Abbaa Bokkuu
Bulaa Fantaallee Hawaas - Jaarsa Eddoo Gadaa
Bulga Boruu Hawaas - Miseensa
Hawee Roobaa Waaqayyo - Manguddoo Warra Gadaa
Jiloo Diidoo Fantallee - Abbaa Duulaa
Boruu Fantallee Jiloo - Abbaa Duulaa
Fantallee Boruu Galaasoo - Qaalluu Goodaa
Boruu Fantallee Boruu - Qaalluu Goodaa
Qumbi Gurraacha Dhaddacho - Qaalluu Goodaa
Fantallee Waaqayyo Dagalee - Warra Ulfina
Odaa Carcar Odaa - Qalluu Goodaa
Boruu Jiloo Boruu - Qalluu Goodaa
Tortured/beaten to death 8 December:
Jiloo Boorrayyuu Hawaas - Tuuta Gadaa

19

Husband physically disabled.
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Tortured/beaten, released 30 December:
Bayyanaa Jiloo - Jajjabii Eddoo/Mooraa Gadaa
Sambatuu Hawaas Bulgaa - Jajjabi Eddoo Gadaa
Hawwaa Qumbii Boruu - Qaalluu Goodaa
Jiloo Matoo Jiloo - Warra Bokkuu
Roobaa Jiloo Didoo - Tuuta Gadaa
Nuuraa Tunna - Qaalluu Goodaa
Tortured/beaten, released 22 January:
Mi’eessoo Boruu Waaqayyo - Jajjabi Eddo/Mooraa Gadaa
Robaa Boruu Daduu - Tuuta Gadaa
Gadaa Boruu Daduu - Tuuta Gadaa
Odaa Hawaas Odaa - Warra Ulfina
Boruu Carcar Odaa - Qaalluu Goodaa
Mi’eessoo Jiloo - Tuuta Gadaa
Hawaas Waaqayyo Dagalee - Warra Jilaa
Qumbii Baqqalaa Abbaa Diidoo - Warra Bokkuu
Qumbi Boruu Jiloo - Tuuta Gadaa
Gobbuu Hawilee Boorayuu - Abba Sabbataa
Waariyo Roobaa Waaqoo - Tuuta Gadaa
Odaa Matikkee - Tuuta Gadaa
Jiloo Guutoo Jiloo - Tuuta Gadaa
Mi’eessoo Makuraa Boorayyuu - Qaalluu Goodaa
Roobaa Hawaas Tarraacaa - Tuuta Gadaa
Qumbi Boruu Diinaa - Tuuta Gadaa
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